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Carmina Burana is widely known as one of the staples of any half decent orchestra. Twenty four

poems were set to music by Carl Orff in 1936 and you would certainly know the music from the

beginning if you heard it, as it appears in many movies and television shows. Benedictine Monks

originally wrote the poems and they amazingly cover a variety of topics not generally associated with

clergy. While only 24 were set to music, there are many more that are divided into basic groups: 55

songs of morals and mockery, 131 love songs and 40 drinking and gaming songs. These are not tame

even viewed with modern sensibilities, they contain a great deal of political sarcasm and some focus

on sleeping late, eating heavy food, drinking large quantities of wine and even playing dice games -

weird indeed.

All of this talk brings to mind risk management of course and since we are more about banking than

singing, we discuss the subject of stress testing a bank's credit portfolio. It has been some time

(actually 2006) since the regulatory community created guidance surrounding stress testing and the

extra due diligence required for banks with commercial real estate (CRE) concentrations.

While this guidance was dated pre credit crisis, it wasn't really rigorously enforced until people

understood exposures could lead to failure and other issues. By now, most community banks with

CRE concentrations have a credit test solution in place and that is good because it can help highlight

issues before they surface. Whether the solution is an in-house spread sheet or an outsourced

service, as with most regulatory subjects, the more complicated your bank is the more robust your

solution must be.

Stress testing is important and doing just enough to check a box isn't likely to add much value. Stress

testing should produce results that are robust enough to highlight potential issues so actions can be

taken well in advance of any major problems. They should also be an integral part of risk

management. The main purpose of a stress test is to determine if a bank is capable of withstanding a

number of scenarios that could occur, particularly in terms of the effect on the bank's capital.

Anything short of that is largely a waste of time, as it won't go far enough.

We do a lot of these for our customers and we see many banks approach their stress testing

requirement either by using an internal model or by purchasing software that tests only CRE loans in

the portfolio. Stress testing less than 100% of any portfolio adds some value, but it can also lead to

unintended consequences and leaves other potential risks hidden. It is important with any model to

start with the end. This is to say, ask what the model is supposed to do and then see if the one you

are using is getting you there. If not, consider changing or upgrading so you are getting results you

can use.

We were a pioneer in stress testing for community banks and have always approached it as a

management tool that can be used to determine what could happen to the entire bank. Our

methodology uses a risk-adjusted approach using probability of default and loss given default as

common drivers across all the loans in the portfolio. By doing this, the drivers are the same

regardless of the loan type, so the bank has a better understanding of risk across the entire portfolio.
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The model also looks at current and historical trends to determine the effect of declining credit quality

on the portfolio. Risk management in the loan portfolio isn't the place to roll the dice, so to keep

things singing along, consider a more comprehensive solution to go to the next level.

BANK NEWS

M&A

Bloomberg reports Spanish bank Bankia SA will sell City National Bank of Florida ($4.7B, FL) for

$883mm (1.5x book) to Chile's Banco de Credito e Inversiones. More M&A: The parent company of

Mills County State Bank ($225mm, TX) will buy the parent company of The First National Bank of Hico

($46mm, TX) for an undisclosed sum.

Branch Closures

Old National Bank ($9.4B, IN) will close 18 branches, as it seeks to improve efficiencies.

Huge Change

Google has launched P2P payments using Gmail where people can simply attach funds to an email

message and send it to someone. ACH transfers are free and card payments cost 2.9% of the amount.

An estimated 500mm people use Gmail.

Branch Sale

Bloomberg reports Bank of America is looking to sell 40 branches in NY and PA that hold about $1B in

deposits. Part of the reason for the sale is likely driven by the fact BofA has 10,000 customers per day

signing up for mobile banking services.

Competition

Wells Fargo is offering business customers upgraded technology to reduce fraud called 3-D Secure.

The technology enhances online payments security using EMV processor chips and a pin number at

the point of sale.

Checking

A report by Javelin Research finds the largest retail bank charges an average of $8.84 per month for a

checking account vs. $6.89 per month for a prepaid card. Javelin also reported 13% of people in the

US now own a prepaid card.

Branches

A study by FMS finds branch transaction volumes have fallen 45% since 1992, as digital usage and

delivery expanded sharply during the same period. Research by Celent, meanwhile, finds most 33%

of experts surveyed expect 30% to 60% of current branch traffic to disappear in the next 5Ys.

Branches

Celent projects the number of bank and credit union branches will fall as much as 40% over the next

10Ys.
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